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Abstract: This paper introduces a software module which will convert the unformatted text file of earthquake data into an uniform
format containing time, acceleration, velocity and displacement in transverse, longitudinal and vertical directions recorded at various
earthquake stations during an earthquake. The paper contains methodology adopted in converting the raw data into useful data. The
paper also presents the graphical representation of available and converted data.
Keywords: Earthquake: Series of vibrations induced in the earth's crust by the abrupt rupture and rebound of rocks, Earthquake data
file: The data file created at earthquake station containing various parameters, Earthquake data analyzer: Earthquake data analyzer is
a tool to format Earthquake data file and to analyze parameters of earthquake, GUI: Graphical User Interface

I. INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes are one of the most destructive of
natural hazards and to reduce the risk, it is important to
analyze the data of previous earthquakes. Large data of
earthquake occurred at various stations is available .That
data is saved in files which contains Acceleration, velocity
and displacement of respective directions i.e. longitudinal,
transverse and vertical. It is very tedious for an earthquake
engineer to bring the file in readable and understandable
format for analyzing it. So, our objective is to bring this
data into proper format by sorting it on the basis of various
parameters (e.g. Acceleration, Velocity, and Displacement)
in three directions (Longitudinal, Vertical, and Transverse).
According to the earthquake experts we
interacted, they are using Microsoft Office Excel for
analyzing the data in the file. But before analyzing they
used to take lot of efforts to bring the data in proper format.
So, Representation of this data in MS-Excel file was our
first aim. The earthquake data information and related
parameters are analyzed by earthquake engineers,
geophysicist and structural engineers in different manner.
We came across some common methodologies they used
like creating graph, crating idealized graphs, analyzing
frequency and finding time at which P and S waves started.
So, we have developed an application that can open the
available data file and perform those operations on it. We
have data of four earthquakes at India-Burma Border
stations, we applied data mining technology with clustering
that can suitably arrange this data and can be used for
predicting values of some parameters as desired by experts.
This technique will help all concern with earthquake data
in determining parameters of interest such as location of
focus, epicenter and properties of earth crust with ease.
II. METHODOLOGY
As mentioned in introduction the data file contain
information about earthquake, along with it also contains
other information about location of earthquake station peak
acceleration, peak velocity, peak displacement, initial
velocity, initial displacement. Information about specific
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earthquake is stored in form of data points after every
0.020 sec. i.e. acceleration, velocity, displacement at
particular time instance. As we can see in Fig 1 a sample of
the data file is shown.

Fig.1 Data File From Earthquake Stations.

As we can see in figure firstly all data points of
Acceleration are stored with the interval of 0.020 sec.
followed by velocity data points acceleration and
displacement data points. Data points are stored in
exponential form i.e. "-.623E-03". Firstly we converted
these data points into regular decimal point format i.e.
"0.000623". To analyze data parameters of each direction
is required i.e. Longitudinal, Transverse and Vertical. So,
for analysis of one station we have to process three files
(.l, .t and .v).
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After preprocessing the data file, we used Net
Beans for development of user interface in java swing.
The facility of selecting the data file (Fig 2 and 3)(any one
out of three with extensions .l, .t or .v) and getting the
formatted output in swing tables is provided in GUI(Fig
4). Also additional details in the file can be viewed in the
Details tab (Fig 5).

Fig. 5 Details tab.

Fig 2 Using File Menu for opening a Data File.

Two types of graphs can be drawn using this tool.
JFreeChart APIs are used for development of the module
that draws required graphs. Data values of any parameters
available can be given as input to the JFreeChart Interface
and the required graphs can easily be drawn. First type of
graph draws graphs according to the contents of the file, in
input we have to give the specific parameter of which a
graph is to be drawn.(Fig 6 and 7)

Fig 3 Browsing a Data File into Computer.
Fig. 6 Selecting X-Y Parameters to draw Graph.

Fig. 7 Graph Drawn from mentioned Parameters.
Fig.4 Displaying all files into a Swing Table.
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Second type of graph that can be drawn from the
tool is Idealized graph. As we can see in Fig 7 there are
too many points in graph to be analyzed. So, just to ease
the user only maximum and minimum points are used to
draw a graph. In this case also we have to select a
parameter to draw a graph. (Fig 8 and 9).

Fig.10b Excel File from the input data Files.

Digitization of Nomogram has been done
successfully. Time between the occurrence of S and P
wave along with maximum amplitude can be given as
input to get the approximate magnitude of earthquake. The
backend tool used for saving the available data into
standard database is Oracle.
Fig. 8 Selecting a parameter to draw Graph.

III. DISCUSSION
Designed software module can open data file
from any earthquake stations and display it in proper table
format which will help earthquake experts to interpret the
data in the file. It can represent the available data in
graphical form for better understanding.
This tool can also draw idealized graph that is
helpful for calculating the average frequency. Software
module performs successful search of S-wave and P-wave.
It chooses minimum and maximum values from negative
and positive data value sets.
IV.CONCLUSION

This tool will prove to be very beneficial for all
those who are carrying out research on Earthquake.
Parameters get readily available for further use.
With the help of Jxl APIs, module for creation of Conversion of raw data in Excel format is very fast.
Microsoft Excel file from available data is implemented.
This MS-Excel file is very helpful to earthquake experts
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Fig. 9 Idealized Graph of selected parameter.
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